
The Railway Train

The Railway Train
by Emily Dickinson

I like to see it lap the miles,
And lick the valleys up,
And stop to feed itself at tanks;
And then, prodigious, step

5Around a pile of mountains,
And, supercilious, peer
In shanties by the sides of roads;
And then a quarry pare

To fit its sides, and crawl between,
10Complaining all the while

In horrid, hooting stanza;
Then chase itself down hill

And neigh like Boanerges;
Then, punctual as a star,

15Stop - docile and omnipotent -
At its own stable door.
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The Railway Train - Comprehension Questions

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. What kind of transportation is this poem about?

A. a railway train

B. a car

C. an airplane

D. a subway train

2. What does the poet describe over the course of the whole poem?

A. the different parts that make up a train

B. the reasons why a train is making a journey

C. the different parts of a train's journey

D. the different mountains a train travels through

3. Read these lines from the poem:

And then a quarry pare

To fit its sides, and crawl between,

Complaining all the while

In horrid, hooting stanza;

What is the train doing in these lines?

A. making a hooting noise as it goes through a quarry

B. going into an underwater tunnel

C. reciting a poem as it continues on its journey

D. squeaking against the train tracks as it slows down

4. The poem as a whole is comparing a train to a horse. Which words from the poem best 

support this conclusion?

A. "neigh" and "stable"

B. "crawl" and "hooting"

C. "lick" and "feed"

D. "mountains" and "roads"
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The Railway Train - Comprehension Questions

5. What is this poem mostly about?

A. the similarities and differences between trains and horses

B. a horse that runs around the country before returning to its stable

C. a train that takes a long journey before reaching its destination

D. a person who runs across valleys and mountains to get somewhere

6. Read these lines from the poem:

I like to see it lap the miles,

And lick the valleys up,

And stop to feed itself at tanks;

Why might the poet have described the railway train as "feed[ing] itself"?

A. to show the reader that the train was feeling hungry

B. to make the train seem like an animal that could think and act for itself

C. to explain that the train was able to eat food

D. to demonstrate that the train did not have an owner to feed it

7. This entire poem is one long sentence. What might this syntax represent about the train?

A. that it was very long and made up of many train cars

B. that it took a long and winding journey without many breaks

C. that it probably was very tired by the time it reached its destination

D. that it stopped often on its way to its destination

8. The poet describes the railway train as punctual when it stops "at its own stable door." How 

else does the poet describe the train at this point?

9. Docile means gentle and obedient, and omnipotent means all-powerful. How does the poet 

portray the train in this poem as both docile and omnipotent?

10. The poet could have just described the train itself, but she chose to describe it as though 

it were an animal. Why might the poet have described the train as an animal? Use details 

from the poem to support your answer.
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